
STEVENS BIKES - GErmaN ENGINEErING aT IT´S BEST

SporTy, faST aNd rElIaBlE -

For the first time STEVENS Bikes presents their product range at THE LONDON BIKESHOW. STEVENS Bikes is one of 
the leading German Bike Manufacturers with its Headquarters based in the city of Hamburg. Since 1991, the company 
equips professional athletes and cycling enthusiasts with Race, MTB, Cyclo-Cross, Pedelecs and City-Tour-Bikes.

a BIKE formEd IN HamBurG

The city of Hamburg is hanseatic. Being hanseatic literally means: down to earth and open- minded, reliable and 
adventurous. Its appearance is understated and deeply influenced by the liberty in thoughts and actions. Hamburg 
inspires. In this city, it is a pleasure to build bicycles. In 2014, the product range consists of over 170 different models. 
From an all-round city bike to a high-end lightweight race bike – from a 29er Hardtail up to an E-bike.

ulTImaTE rIdING EXpErIENCE

That´s the target we set for every new STEVENS Bike that is engineered. Countless national as well as international 
magazine tests confirm how well we achieve this target. Whether it is efficient but yet still comfortable race bikes, perfectly 
tuned pedelecs, trekking bikes suitable for daily use or the Full-Suspension-MTBs that are painstakingly tuned to the 
specific off-road mission. In the end, control, comfort and performance count. Over and Over.

CuSTomIzEd BIKES madE IN HamBurG

We believe in our superb component suppliers from all over the world. However, the STEVENS standard is to be the 
bike manufacturer with the highest ratio of domestic net value added. Therefore, over 80% of our bikes are assembled in 
Germany. We have developed a first class, market leading Race and Cyclo-Cross CUSTOM Configurator with over mathe-
matically 240 millions options in where you can put to together your dream bike. Of course… “Made in Hamburg”

STEVENS BIKES GmbH

The Company is run by the brothers Werner and Wolfgang von Hacht. They come from a cycling family and raced 
successfully until the 80´s. In addition to the development of the STEVENS brand, Werner and Wolfgang supported 
athletes in the disciplines of Road, Track, Mountain Bike and Cyclo-cross since 1990, which includes a series of races for 
amateurs, cooperation projects with schools in Hamburg and the support of the German Cycling Federation BDR (Bund 
Deutscher Radfahrer). Supported teams are the „STEVENS Racing Team“ and the „KED-STEVENS-Team“ including 
30 young ambitious riders in Germany, just to name two. In addition to the direct sponsoring some authorised dealer 
support athletes all over Germany. Top athletes like Marianne Vos, Hanka Kupfernagel, Niels Albert, Philipp Walsleben, 
Daniel Unger, Lisa Norden, Jens Schwedler and many more have won several national and international Champions-
hips as well as Olympics Medals on STEVENS bikes.
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SupEr prESTIGE dISC

produCT HIGHlIGHTS aT THE loNdoN BIKE SHoW

The Highlight of our Cross Custom Program. Light, agile, reliable – that’s the way the Super Prestige finishes every race. 
Ankle-deep mud, freezing temperatures, and Belgian fries ...Cycle Cross is not for everyone. And that‘s how it should be. 
Only the strong and best will win – and those bikes likely come from Hamburg. STEVENS Cyclo Cross Bikes have pro-
ven themselves with an impressive number of German championship titles and world championship triumphs. What do 
you get out of it? STEVENS Cyclo Cross Bikes are ridden on the toughest racing tracks in the world. The outcome brings 
you strong, reliable frames which set us apart from the competition. The alloy frames are suitable for daily usage and the 
disc brakes secure a safer ride in any condition. Questions???
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ComET Sl

Four. Point. Nine. STEVENS lightest race machine indeed weighs less than 5 kg. Despite its featherweight, the THM Nimbus 
fork was developed in cooperation with STEVENS and it is the only Fork in the world which makes no compromise in 
terms of stiffness. The untouchable testers of the German Tour-magazine call it „the best fork worldwide“. The unique 
carbon wheels by Lightweight bare the name „Meilenstein“ („milestone“) for a good reason. All the other components, 
be it Shimano‘s electronic Dura Ace DI2 shifting, brakes and cranks by THM Carbones or Ax Lightness cockpit – set this 
bike apart. The core of this bike is the superlight COMET frame, which only weighs 795g. The German Magazine “Tour” 
came to the conclusion, that this COMET frame-set is the “2nd best frame-set ever tested”!

Developed as an eye catcher and for strong legs, the 29“ cross country Sonora SL shines atop the competition - a carbon 
featherweight weighing in at 20, 5 lbs. It is a handling champion with short chain stays, an agile steep steering angle and 
premium specs that is just waiting for the race to begin. Are you ready?

SoNora Sl
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Touring can not get more comfortable and classier than with our P 18. The Pinon-Box is a German masterpiece in enginee-
ring. 18 real gears with even steps of 11,5%, extremely low maintenance, Gates Carbon Belt drive and an overall ratio of 
636% makes this bike a must have for any commuter. In addition to that we have equipped the P 18 with aggressive 
Deore xT disc brakes and Supernova lights which guarantee a safe ride at any time.

p 18

SHIFTED By MAGIC.. It‘s all harmony from here: the beefy Bosch motor and infinitely adjustable NuVinci automatic 
gearhub that shifts like magic, ensure effortlessness and ease of use like never before. The rigid STEVENS frame and 
high-quality equipment conquer even the most challenging everyday situations. The 400 Wh battery makes sure it will 
stay consistent even over long distances.

E-CaprIlE
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